
Summit Downtown, Inc. 
Board of Trustees Meeting 

June 30, 2021   8:00AM 
Virtual Meeting with Video and Audio 

 
Members Present:, Matthew Strauss, Leslie Herman, Nora Radest, Karen Schneider, Bob Conway, Ray Merritt, Greg Vartan, David 
Naidu, Kim Hamilton. Antonietta LaVecchia & Lauren Decker joined toward the end of the presentation. Staff: Nancy Adams and 
Amanda Lynn 
 
Members Absent: Michael Rogers, Allison Daubel, Claire Toth. 
 
Members of Public: Tony Melchionna, Annie Hindenlang from Topology  

Bob Conway called the meeting to order at 8:05 am.   
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – Bob Conway  
Minutes were presented for approval.  The May minutes were moved by Karen and seconded by Ray and unanimously approved; 
David Naidu abstained.  
 
COMMITTEE/PROJECT REPORTS  
 
Broad Street Redevelopment Presentation – Annie Hindenlang from Topology presented the Broad Street Redevelopment. In 
general, Broad Street West Redevelopment Area is the triangle bound by the Post Office, City Hall and the library. For working 
purposes, the area is divided into 4 subdistricts: #1 is the post office lot, #2 is the YMCA & the library, #3 is the Fire House and #4 is 
City Hall; this approach allows for flexible phasing of the redevelopment projects. Vision for the redevelopment project is that this 
area has been identified as a key catalyst for expanded support of the city’s well-loved downtown and provide diverse housing 
options, public amenities, and new downtown patrons.  
 
General proposals for each subdistrict:  
#1: Multi-level parking garage and approximately 40,000sf grocery store onsite, office space above the grocery store, but 
reevaluating office demand.  
#2: Condos over limited retail and figuring out what goes on the parking lot between the library and the Y to create a nice 
neighborhood and attractions to the area. 
#3: Focusing on right now, 5 story building a maximum but most is 4 stories. Anticipated to have between 115 – 140 residential units 
including affordable housing. There will be ground floor retail and structured parking within it as well as two significant public spaces 
by Cedar & Broad and the space on the other side.  
 
The desire it to complement the downtown, not compete with it so they are looking to limit the amount of retail in the subdistricts 
depending on what interested businesses express interest. Will see what eventually pans out but looking at 10,000sf of non-grocery 
retail in the area.  Annie went into details of the public spaces included in the redevelopment and the logic and thought process 
behind it. Ray asked where the post office is going and they are working with the USPS to move it next to the parking lot next to 
where the Fire House is moving to down Broad St. Timeline is: construction to start after the Firehouse is done, so late 2022, early 
2023. Karen asked for the presentation so she can share with her agents. Nancy asked about housing, answer was 20% will be 
affordable, the units will be a combination of 1-2 bedrooms and the affordable will include a required number of 3 bedroom units. 
Parking will be 1 per unit. Nancy asked about onsite parking for commercial use: In Subdistrict 3 there’s 7500-8000sf and public 
parking is 35 in the garage and others in the parking deck across the street. Nancy mentioned liking the public space aspect because 
downtown has such limited public space. Nancy asked if the Maple St closure has been taken into consideration, the answer was 
they think it’s a fabulous idea to keep it closed but it hasn’t been taken into consideration with regard to this project necessarily. 
Matthew asked about deliveries and loading; the plan identifies the only loading areas behind the buildings not on-street. David 
made a point to ask SDI to take a position on this project so the city can balance all views before moving forward. Nancy raised slight 
concern about the office space, Annie said it would be more like a corporate headquarters rather than random small office spaces. 
Greg explained that the 3 big reasons for even doing Broad St West: 1 is adding tax ratables, 2 is meeting their affordable housing 
obligations and complementing the downtown. Nancy will send presentation to the Board for discussion at next meeting.  
 



Finance Report – Bob Conway 
In Claire’s absence, Bob asked for comments or questions on the financials, we got our first checks from the city. No questions, 
approval of financials moved by Ray and seconded by Antonietta.  
 
Office Space – Bob explained that the office has moved into the new space and encourages everyone to stop by and take a look at it; 
he mentioned it’s a huge improvement over what we had.  
 
In Person Meetings – Bob mentioned we’ll be going back to City Hall for in-person meetings beginning at the September 29th 
meeting.  
 
Solstreet Presentation from Last Meeting – Bob asked for board to decide on whether or not to pursue the Solstreet information 
kiosks. Leslie said she thinks they’d be good as long as they’re not a lot of them all over; she saw one in Jersey City and learned about 
the events there on this kiosk. Ray had mentioned branding them with Summit colors and putting one across from Starbucks on the 
train station side. Bob asked Nora if the city has talked about it; Buildings & Grounds will have to discuss it. Greg asked if SDI would 
want them in general and if this group would want to use them to advertise; he would be in favor of local businesses being able to 
advertise rather than national. Bob said we’ll see if the city has any interest and move forward from there. Nancy will send David the 
video of the last meeting with the presentation in it.  
 
Tree Wells – Nancy reported that we are working with Castlepoint landscaping company. Nancy walked around downtown with 
Steve from the company to identify the issues so as to avoid a flat fee because some wells need nothing, others need a lot so want 
to figure out what to do in which wells. Steve is coming up with a proposal and there is $5,000 budgeted for it.  
 
Farmers Market – Bob said the market is still very busy. We set up with the health department to do a vaccine popup on July 18th at 
the market.  
 
Events: Amanda updated the Board that Summit Street Sounds started a day late because of rain, but it’s been running successfully 
this year with a lot of people out and about so the musicians are loving it as our the people downtown. Arts + Cars is first big event 
in almost 2 years, so we’re working on that now with bands, artists, beer garden and we’re excited about finally bringing a big event 
downtown again!  
 
DCS/SDI Updates: Tony Melchionna came to report on the monthly meeting with Aaron Schrager, Nancy & Mike Caputo. Tony 
mentioned that because restaurants are doing double capacity with outdoor dining and indoor, so he was concerned about the 
output by the restaurants of grease and he reported that the sewers are fine even with the extra load. As Nancy mentioned, we’re 
coordinating the tree wells with the city and Castlepoint. Covers on the signal boxes don’t seem to be moving to get the art on them. 
Leslie will try to get info from other towns on how they wrap them. Tony said they’ve been talking about it for a while. Nora  brought 
up that the ones that are wrapped are noticeable and the ones that aren’t are rather invisible so she doesn’t want to see them 
wrapped or painted, David agreed saying there is plenty of public art downtown and it’s more temporary and changes regularly,  so 
he'd rather not paint them either. Greg thinks it’s part of a bigger conversation as to whether or not we want to do anything with 
them. Tony reported that discussion was about downtown cleanliness and that the outdoor dining is adding to dirt and litter. Tony 
mentioned that maybe we need new parameters to ambiance permits or outdoor dining guidelines and he and Nancy are happy to 
volunteer for any subcommittee the city has to work on this project. David asked about the possibility of SDI hiring someone to clean 
downtown for a few hours every night. Bob said the businesses should be cleaning up after themselves and we can communicate 
with the restaurants to remind them that they should be cleaning up. Nora agreed with Bob and added that it’s not just the 
restaurants but that people are littering, it’s ridiculous. SDI and the City have done a ton and everyone has to take respons ibility.  
 
Summit Public Arts: Leslie reported the illumination display went really well and it was a good thing for the town. SPA will also be 
very interested in the redevelopment presentation; she’d like to share the presentation with them.  
 
Common Council Updates:  Nora reported that the Deforest gates are being removed and pay stations will be put there. City budget 
vote will be on July 6th to be approved by the state and includes a tax decrease. Firehouse bids came in and will hopefully move 
ahead after bond ordinance passes to award bid in September. Two new police officers being hired in July.  
 
Public Input:  None  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:20am.  
The next BOT meeting is July 28, 2021 via Zoom.  


